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CHECK OUT THE NEW 
IOWA OUTDOORS 
WEBSITE! 
Packed with exciting stories-
straight from the pages of 










The Natural Gait is the perfect place to getaway 
from the daily grind ... 
You'll wont to stay forever! 
. .. you deserve a break, 
make plans now for your fall or winter getaway. 
Near Marquette, lA 
877-776-2208 
ntrlgait@acegrou p .cc 
Personalized 
Gift Certificates are 
available year-round. 
Purchase online at 
TNGmercantile.com 
and lonXchange.com 
or call us! 
TheNaturaiGait.com • TNGhorsehappenings.com 
• TNGhappenings.com 
This holiday season give a gift that 
creates lasting memories! 
ercanti e 
TNGmercantile.com 
We offer a wonderful collection 
of unique gifts that are sure 
to be remembered. 
Fall is a great time to plant ... 
• CRP Seed Mixes • Wildflower Seed Mixes 
• Native Wildflower Seeds We're taking 2012 pre-orders 
for native plants, bare roots 
and special seed mixes. 
.... -. .... ange, Inc. 
Native Wildflower 
Seed & Plant Nursery 
h elping you create 
your own natural beauty. 
Place your order online at lonXchange.com or call 800-291 -2143 
• Native Wildflower Live Plant Plugs 
• Garden Starter Kits -Hummingbirds, Butterfly, 




1878 Old Mission Dr. 
Harpers Ferry, lA 52146-7533 
hbright@acegroup.cc 
MIKE WHYE 1s a Council B luffs based 
freclann wnll'r-photographer who's 
neall'd Iowa imagt•s and stones for years. 
I! is two guidt'books, Great /oU'a Weekend 
Adt•c ntures and The Great Jou·a Touring 
Book an• at www. amazon.com 
TY SMEDES 1s a full-time writer and 
photographer from Urbandale. Published 
in dozC'ns of magazines, his work mcludes 
imagt·s of wildlife. wildflowers and scen1cs. 
along with Iowa's cultural events. He 
tcat'hes photography classes and leads 
photo-tours to the Eastern S1erras and 
Africa. His new coffee table book The 
Return of lou·a 's Bald Eagles. is available 
around Labor Day at www.1owan.com. 
JEN WILSON 1s a travel and features 
wnter based Ill Des Moines. Her work 
appt•ars 111 \atronal Geographic Traveler. 
Frommers Budget Trat•e/, Jlidwest Living 
and Esquire. Her fi rst book. Running Away 
to Home, ts ava!lablt 111 bookstores and 
onlirw at www.touchmgupmyroots.com. 
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ONR MISSION 
To t'Oil't·rvt• .md .. nh.mn our natural resource' m cooperat1on 
wilh mdiVIdu;~ls and org;mizaliun' to improvl' the quality of life 
for (o\\;ms .utd t•n .un· a lt•gacy for future g~nl'rations. 
EDITORIAL MISSION 
"'" striw lo opt·n tht· dum to lht b!'auty and uniqu .. ness 
of low,,·, nat ural rt•sourct·s. mspirt· pt·opk· to gel oulside 
and expt·rit·nn· Iowa ,md lu motiVate outdoor·mindt•d 
l'ilill·ns lo unrh-1• 1.1nd and c.trt fur our natural resourct's. 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
Tlw 1\l'l·pns ollht· I and pror r till m'ltdll' \olunteers 
\\llh natural resourt·e -•·rvtcl' needs statt-wide 
Gl\ t• hn<"k to lo\\ a<; lands, "ah r' .md 'k1c>. 
l all 5 I 5·18 1·0878 to match ) our mlt're'h \\llh n<·t·d~ 
or Vl~ll www.k~~persoftheland.org. 
HOW TO DONATE 
Chanlablt• R ' < md f ' 111 goods and 
St rv1c, s gn•,Jtl) enh :JC<'< I0\\3" outdoor li• m~ 
Lont.t<:t Kim Rasler nt 515·181-7111. 
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SHOW YOUR SUPPORT 
The DNR Naturt St< ,., o ff~rs nppatc l and 1:111~ 
with profits for p.u ks Ortl 1 onlint .tt 
www.iowanarurestore.com or I 866· 4 10·0130. 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICES 
To subsnibe, or lor .m\ ui>scnplwn is<ues or 
qul'slions, <"ai11.B00.361 .8072 Mnud.11 lhrough ~nday 
from 1 a.m. to II Jl 111 or t kends Is .1m to u p.m. 
For t.·ast.· 111 pro..:t·s~mg ph·d t h,l\t m l 'iS1•t' \\Ill' 
a ma11ing labt·l,l\allahlt· 11 llnl!' o l •·all To purch."e 
a smgk• tOJl\ fo1 $5, tall SIS 181 5918. 
LEARN MORE 
Our\\ •·b<ll(', www towadnr gov Is lo.1dt d Wtth 
mformauon for all.•~;es ~~d nt'eds Bu~ hcens .. s re ef\e 
<"arnpsit!'> or learn morl' abc· 1 our I'll\ 1ronml'nt on lint 
See our m.tgazmc It lt'VI,IOn ' how at http 1/fptv.org 
~~ .. mr ~SOY INK 
SWAP is Iowa's only state financial assistance tool designed to minimize 
the amount and toxicity of solid waste generated and landfilled in Iowa 
• FINANCE YOUR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECTS 
• REDUCE WASTE DISPOSAL COSTS 
• EDUCATION 
• EXPAND RECYCLING MARKETS 










ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
-· 
fort Atkonson * 
• -.cbon "'ft(DOI't 
KEEP YOUR PO~ 
H car ran nons roar, watch tomahawk throwing matches and shop for period clothes and goods at the 
Annual Fort 0 e de a Thousands 
att<'IHI to soak up the early autumn sun while reliving 
history through craftspeople, buckskinners and military 
rcenactors who gather to trade wares and recreate 1840s 
military life on the Iowa frontier. 
Mill around the small museum to see artifacts, then buy 
beads or blankets, eat fry bread, drink root beer, watch 
black powder shoots and hear period music. Be awed by old 
camp-to-camp signals made by blasting a 300-pound anvil 
40 feet high. Get tips on basketry, rug hooking, pottery, 
blacksmithing and period hunting and trapping. Watch 
rivals compete in skillet throws, flint and steel firestarting, 
turkey calling and knife throwing. Youngsters can play old 
gamt's with kids clad in garb of the era. 
Spend a clay at the fort, then browse city-wide garage sales, 
tour the Bily Clocks Museum in nearby Spillville or take a scenic 
drive along Mississippi River bluffs to Pikes Peak State Park. 
The family-friendly, free event is held Sept 24 to 2o from 
9.30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Saturday, and 9 a m to l p m. ~unday 
Fort Atkinson is in Winneshiek County, we-;t of highway 
24, about 90 miles north of Cedar Rapids Spend the night 
camping at the DNR's new modern campground at Volga 
Recreation Area in Fayette County (call first about road 
construction updates). For camping or rendezvous details, 
call park ranger Scot Michelson at 563-425-4 7 6 7 
FORT FACTS: 
Built in 1840, the fort monitored the Ho-Chunk (Winnebago) 
Nation that was forced from Wisconsin to Neutral Ground 
in northeast Iowa. Fort founder Brigadier General Henry 
Atkinson promised to protect them from rivals while keeping 
settlers out. The fort was disbanded in 1849 when the 
Ho-Chunk were moved/rom Iowa and local soldiers left 
to fight the Mexican-American War. 
BY A. JAY WINTER 
A. jay Wznter educates up to 20,000 Iowa children each year as the DNR's training specialist 
at the Springbrook Conservation Education Center. 
JANE, AGE 10, IN HIAWATHA AsKs: Why don't we have earthquakes in Iowa? 
For most of us living in Iowa, we're much more familiar w1th snowstorms and tornadoes. What we do know about 
<'arlhquakcs we've likely learned from movies or textbooks, 
but earthquakes do occasionally rumble in our stale. 
When two blocks of the earth quickly slip past each other 
underground, it Jets out built-up energy that shakes the 
ground and buildings above the surface. Most earthquakes 
happen along fault lines, or tears in the earth's crust where 
stn·ssl's build. Iowa doesn't have any major fault line'5, but 
we have had at least 13 earthquakes with epicenters within 
<,ur borders since European settlement. 
The epicenter is the point on the Earth's surface 
directly above where the fault lines moved. The largest 
Iowa earthquake shook Davenport in 1934, and Iowans 
felt the most recent quake southwest of Shenandoah in 
2004. Iowa was one of only four states that did not 
have an earthquake between 1975 and 1995. 
However, just because an earthquake doesn't originate 
here doesn't mean we can't feel it. Large ear thquakes 
in southeast Missouri in 1811 and 1812 were the first 
earthquakes that Iowa settlers reported. More recently, 
quakes in Illinois shook the ground enough to wake some 
sleeping Iowans in 2008 and 2010, but did little damage 
here. In the Midwest, the Earth's crust is older, th icker, 
cooler and more brittle, which allows shockwaves to 
travel fur ther and faster than they do in the western part 
of the U.S. 
So while earthquakes aren't common here, they do happen. 
Hi-Tech Hiking 
Hidden Treasure 23~ 
GET GEOCACHING AT HONEY 
CREEK RESORT STATE PARK 
BY BRIAN BUTTON PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
Go roam the vast rolling hills and timber o\·erlooking 11,000 acres of Rathbun Lake m search of hidden treasure. as 
there is no better place to learn geocaching Hone\ ( n•(•k 
~tate Resort guide and naturalist Hannah Wiltamuth can 
convemenlly -set first-t1mers up wtth everythmg needed to gel 
your crew scrambling about outdoors 
"Resort guest<> can borrow geocaching packs for free . 
!'hey havr a GPS wtth pre-programmed coord tnates and 
instructions-everything you need for finding caches," 
she says Also included are pens to leave message" m 
cache logbooks and a journal to record your adventure 
.... - W1ltamuth also offers 
-
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a free. 30-minute 
Geocaching 101 dass 
each month ((h(•ck 
the resort'" online 
event calendar or 
request a special class 
for groups ) 
Geocachmg 1s 
an outdoor treasure 
hunting game where 
participants use a Global 
Positioning Systt·rn 
(GPS) device to S<'ek out 
hidden containers called 
geocaches or caches. A 
typica l cache is a small 
waterproof container 
containing a logbook 
and treasure. usually 
toys or tnnkets of little 
monetary value Resort 
visitors can bnng the1r 
own tnnkets. get some 
in the g1ft shop or ask 
Wtltamuth to provide them 
"The hidden caches are locat(•cl in intNesting placec; 
like a nice overlook or a neat tree," she says . "It's like 
being on an adult Easter egg hunt The cadws are as 
-small as a test tube or as large as an ammo box, all 
htdden in places not damaging to the natural landscape. 
"You can spend as little or as much tim(• as ~ou want 
do1ng 1t." either hiking or using a re-.ort rental bike. 
"There are 18 permanent and ardli\'L' d cache :-.ites 
at the resort park and another 10 aero's the lake at 
the anginal state park," she sa}s (,aining famL as a 
geocache getaway, the resort w11l host the l\1ichH·st Open 
Creocaching Adventure'> conference lfl J\pnl2012 \\lth 
extra temporary caches planned. 
And after all that hunting for hidd<'n booty, relax 
at the resort by cooling off in the Bun.·anl'l'l Ba\ water 
park or take a hot stone or deep tlssut· spa massage 
(Spa services by appotntment only. $50-$110 641 344- 7886) 
www.HoneyCreekResort.com; 1-877-677-3344 
THE RULES OF GEOCACHING 
1) If you take something from the cache, leave something 
of equal or greater value. 
2) Write about your find in the cache logbook and log your 
experience at geocaching.com. 
3) Don't let muggles (non-geocachers) see you when you 
have found a cache. 

Outdnor lfit 
For years I have been thmking football players are m a rut when they wm Every 
time I see the Gatorade "sneak" attack I feel 
they need a new celebration Even 20 players 
sqUJrtmg the coach w1th water bottles would 
be a refreshmg change. 
Speakmg of refreshmg change and 
Gatorade, I suggest some changes for 
kids and adults. An art1cle m Pediatncs, 
the journal of the American Academy of 
Pediatncs, focused on sports drinks, energy 
drmks and ch ildren There were several 
pertinent observations· 
"Sports and energy drinks are being 
marketed to chtldren and adolescents 
for a wide variety of inappropriate uses." 
These two categortes, sport and energy, 
are different and should not be used 
interchangeably, but amongst youth 
there is li ttle awareness of the difference. 
·~ .. caffeine and other st imulant 
substances con tamed tn energy drinks 
have no place in the diet of children 
and adolescents." 
Water came out as the clear choice for 
hydration. The art1cle stressed "Adequate 
hydration IS necessary for maintaining 
normal cardiovascular, thermoregulatory 
and many other physiologic functions 
dunng exerc1se and routme daily act1V1ty" 
Everyone has heard of dehydration Perhaps 
1t is time for a new word malhydratton-to 
represent poor nUid ChOICeS 
The art1cle d1dn't ment1on that many 
well-mtentJoned adults are paymg 100 
times what water costs for an inferior nUJd. 
Another theme of the piece was that 
while carbohydrates are an Important 
nutnt1onal goal for an act1ve child or 
adolescent, they should not be gained at 
-+--
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the cost of other dietary needs. The article 
was a strong endorsement of a balanced 
diet that includes protem, healthy fats, fruit 
JUICe and low-fat milk Now if you have a 
child that exercises at length in a sweat-
enducing environment, then sport drinks 
may be appropriate But even then caution 
IS adv1sed Many dnnks have a w1de range 
of mgred1ents and perhaps even a chat with 
your child's physician may be called for. 
- 1 
Adul ts sw1ggmg Gatorade m the office or 
k1ds dnnking it m the stands while watching 
the local football game have succumbed 
to marketing So let's rev1ew the word 
VIgorous. In my book. I see someone runnmg 
a half-marathon on a very hot June day, or 
completing a hilly day on RAGBRAI. I do not 
see L1ttle League games or walks m a park 
warranting sport dnnks. What 1s troubling 
IS the marketmg strategy is to sell the tmage 
of bemg an athlete or lookmg athletiC by 
consummg a product that will probably 
contnbute to we1ght gam 1n absence of the 
Intended h1gh mtens1ty, lengthy workout. In 
the APA article such practice was v1ewed as 
mappropnate. Most people need a sport or 
energy dnnk like I need a sparnng partner. 
- SOFT 0 
On one hand I w1sh everyone drinking sport 
dnnks needed them as 1t would md1cate 
people exerc1s1ng vigorously for long 
timespans. But sadly, consuming a sport 
dnnk merely as a soft dnnk or dunng a short. 
low·mtens1ty activ1ty means the dnnk's high 
calonc mtake is not matched by h1gh caloric 
burn. Thus, weight gain . As adults we can set 
an example by drinkmg water and addmg a 
banana to address the need for potass1um 
The Academy is also concerned about 
caffeinated energy dnnks and endorsed 
water, not sports or energy dnnks, as the 
principal source of hydration for chi ldren and 
adolescents. The bottom line is that "Excess1ve 
1ntake of carbohydrate-contaming beverages 
beyond what IS needed to replenish the body 
during or after prolonged v1gorous exercise is 
unnecessary and should be discouraged:' 
SPORT DRINK ALTERNATIVES 
Maybe we need to rebrand the banana . . 
·frUit of the conquerors" comes to m1nd. 
After all, the troops of Alexander the Great 
nounshed themselves with bananas after 
battles 1n lnd1a By some accounts he was 
respons1ble for Introducing the fru1t to the 
Western world 1n 327 BCE 
The banana delivers protein, carbs, fiber, 
vitamms, mmerals and a little sodium. It IS 
the king when 1t comes to sports nutnt1on, 
prov1dmg 602 milligrams of potassium w1th 
140 calones. You would need about 8 pounds 
of sport dnnks to get that same dose w1th a 
lot more calories. But there are other opt1ons, 
for example, apple, orange or grape juice can 
be an excellent sports drink. They con tam 
glucose and fructose, as well as potass1um 
lost w1th sweatmg. Their natural fructose can 
rep!ace burned glycogen. If you or your ch1ld 
are sweating heav1ly dunng activity, add up 
to a tablespoon of salt to a quart or more of 
water to make your own sports dnnk. Call1t 
Pantherade, Cycloneade or Hawkade. 
But agam, any exercise that 1s moderate or 
for less than an hour is best dealt with water. 
By the way, the historical accounts do not 
record 1f Alexander's troops showered h1m 
with banana skms after a hard fought VICtory. 
Tzm I ..am zs a natzonall> rerognized 
autlzonty on publzc health and plzyszca/ 
actinity. !..as! summer lze bzked across Iowa, 
river to rit•er, i11 21 strmght hours. 
Amatrimonial myth regarding birds exploding from eating rice thrown at weddings has migrated around 
the globe for many years. The roots of this urban legend 
are difficult to trace, but the basis revolves around the 
rationale that grains of rice swell up in the bird's stomach, 
distending it so much that it causes our beaked buddies 
to burst. According to the Department of Ornithology at 
Cornell University, this is simply not true as many birds 
eat rice in nature, as well as other dry grains. 
Some birds thrive on rice and some cause so much 
damage to rice fields they are considered pests. One 
particular species, the bobolink, is known in the South as 
the "rice-bird" because of the serious damage they can inflict 
on rice fields. The bobolink's scientific name, Dolichonyx 
oryzivorus, translates to "long-clawed rice eater." According 
to Mississippi State University, in addition to providing food 
to bobolinks, rice fields provide critical habitat for large 
numbers of North America's wintering waterfowl, shorebirds 
and other wetland birds. Rice left after harvest is an excellent 
food source for wintering water birds. 
Many venues have banned the tradition of throwing rice at 
weddings, primarily due to the fact that rice can be slippery and 
can cause harm to humans, not because it causes pyrotechnic 
pigeons-so it looks as if this rumor has been blown to bits. 
- - -- - - - ~ GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV +- - - - - - --
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Up your chances of bagging more 
doves with simple, cheap homemade 
decoys. Print several life-size color 
images of doves, trace on cardboard 
and glue picture to cutout. Cover 
with spray lacquer for added 
protection. Attach to tree branches 
and fence wire with clothes pins or 





Pull adult-sized wool 
socks over your toddler 
or presc hooler's shoes 
and leg s to add some 
insulation while camping 
during coo ler fall outing s . 
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Whether car camping or 
load1ng a backpack, pack 
fuel toward the bottom 
w1th food, clothing and 
gear loaded higher. If 
fuel leaks, your food will 
be saved and cleanup is 
ea s1er as fewer items are 
dripped on. 
Flavor your drinking 
wate r by adding a dash 
of lime or lemon juice 
to your water bottle 




Find a volunteer project or post your own event 
at www.keepersoftheland.org or call 515-281-0878. 
I lNG BACK THE OSPREY 
SUE DAVIES, JOHNSTON 
Polk County volunteer helps bring raptor back to Iowa 
Sue Dav1es I kes to say that there's a lot to d1scover m Iowa 1f you JUSt take the t1me to •oak You 
m1ght even spot one of the ospreys she helped ra1c;e As the volunteer coord nator of a Polk 
C.ounty Conservation Board proJeCt Dav1es helped remtroduce the raptor that's been gone from 
Iowa s1nce before European settlement. Wild chicks were obta·ned from M1nnesota and raised 
near Silylorville Lake in tall towers that replicate a nest. Dav1es would take three weeks of vacation 
from her JOb at Principal each summer to raise the b1rds, feeding them fish twice a day. "I really 
enJOY learnmg and bemg around wildlife;· Davies says "Big raptors are amazing creatures and I 
wanted to learn as much as I could."When 1t was t1me for the birds to m1grate in the fall, Davies 
took more ume off to help the birds make it on the1r own She weaned the b1rds from their 
feed1nqs and opened the towers, allowing them to learn to fly and runt. In five years, the group 
fledged 20 to 25 birds-15 of which have s1nce nested m Iowa ·sue 1s an exemplary ot1zen of 
the natural world, as she embraces Wildlife viewing opportun1t1es With ded1cat1on and wonder; 
says Pat Schlarbaum w1th DNR wildlife While the osprey prOJeCt •s done. Oav es still helps the 
conservatiOI" board by teach1ng canoe and Kayakmg classes and lead1ng day tnps • learned 
tbere>c; a lot more w1ldhfe in Iowa than the average persor sees, Dav1es says I would encourage 
people to uwest1gate tre natura places in the state. There's more here thai" people realize There's 
so much natural beauty here if you JUSt look for it" 
- --------------------------
I 0 G 
MAHASKA COUNTY PHEASANTS FOREVER, OSKALOOSA 
Group passes on a conservation ethic to Mahaska County youth 
\ 
The Mahaska County chapter of Pheasants Forever really focuses on the "forever" 1n 1ts name by 
reachmg out to kids. "That's the future; says chapter president Jeff VanDerBeek. "You can put hab1tat on 
the ground, but you need the next generat1on to carry on the work~ The chapter rece1ved a nat1onal 
Pheasants Forever No Child Left Indoors award for involving k1ds 1n conservation and hunting. Every 
year, the 20-member chapter partners w1th other groups to present an outdoors day for all Mahaska 
County fifth graders and an annual conservation field day. The chapter sponsors il Youth Hunter 
Education Challenge team and the Oskaloosa scholastic shooting spom team. It hosts an annual hunt 
for kids that pa~rs tnem w1th Jdult mentors. Teens are an act1ve part of the group, frorr the chapters 
involvement w1th ConservatiOn Tee'ls of Mahaska County to the nat on's first h1gh school PF chapter, 
founded by VanDerBeek's son, Brooks Brooks' was recogmzed by Field and Scream wh1ch will fund 
hiS project to IT' prove rabltat at tt")e ~lull WI al fe lv'\anagement Area lmprov ng habitat for wi dl fe IS 
a large part of the chapters efforts E-very spring, meMbers help w1tr controlled burns on about 500 
acres. They help plant pra1r e plugs ard 'ood plots, and have planted 155.000 trees 1n the crapter's 
22 years. ·we really 1ke do1ng rards-on stuff." says Va'1DerBeek "A lot of people cons1der Pl,easa"lts 
Forever a huntl"lq orqamzat•or, but we're a co'lservanon organ1zat1on • 
W LD FORT JT 
TROUT UNLIMITED DRIFTLESS CHAPTER, DECORAH 
Group works to improve water quality, involve kids in fishing 
O'rls Wasta knows more about bugs now than he ever thought he would The lifelong trout 
fisherman JOined Trout Unlimited to help improve habitat, and he now knows the ins and outs 
of how trout thnve. Pres1dent of the northeast Iowa Driftless Chapter, Wasta-along with about 
60 of h1s angling compatriots-works to improve the ecosystem for better fishmg. The group 
urdertakes a hab1tat proJeCt each year, like Winneshiek County s North Bear Creek. There, the 
c rapter stabil1zed the banks to keep erod1ng d1rt out of the water, which can smother trout nests 
dnd k1ll buqs, trout's main food source "Essentially, th1s is about a clean enwonment. which 
benef1ts you 1fyou f1sh or not"Wasta says They also placed structures that allow trout to h1de 
fro'Tl predatorc;, wh1ch then 1m proves the size and number of f1sh for anglers. Before, trout had to 
b ')tocked 111 the stream Now, w1th cleaner water, trout are reproduorg naturally 1n North Bear. 
Were m a real exot1ng t1me because th1ngs have 1m proved a lot to 1m prove ecosystems so 
')tredrT''i are c;elf-susta1n1ng." says Wasta "You can catch trout that are essentially w1ld."The Dnftless 
(bapter 11amed for the geolog1cal area that gives Iowa ItS coldwater streams, also works to get 
1< ds Involved There's an an'lual fish1ng event they teac I') <;couts fly f1shmq and hold casnng 
<1111 cc; dt lola' scrools ·we want trem to 1-tave a good t rst exper e11ce so they fallm love w1th a 




fall gets a traveler 
thinking about 
essential things and 
provides fodder 
for thoughts that 
flourish in a colder 
season. 
The fall morning mist settles over Yellow River State Forest like the earth is steaming after a rowdy night. As 
sunrise interrupts the cacophony of owl hoots, deer footfalls 
and the occasional cow chiming in for good measure. a 
quiet circle of humanity stirs in nor theast Iowa's popular 
backcountry hiking area 80 miles northwest of Dubuque. 
"Way off I heard 
co} otes howling last 
night," says Jeff Smidt, 
wrapped m fleece 
against the morning 
chill. "Mama just 
brought sometlung 
honw, probably" 
The campsite he 
shares with his wife 
Mary is minimal 
and tidy-the mark 
of <'XJWricnced 
backpackers. mu lti-
day h1kcrs who pack 
into a recreation 
ar<'a with all their 
camping needs on their back. Every fall. the Smidts have 
come here from Pewaukee, Wise., starting with their 
honeymoon six years ago. 
Seven units make up the sprawling 8,500-acre Yellow 
Rivet ~tate Forest. A 25-mile trail system loops through 
easygoing native hardwood and coniferous forests along 
limestone bluffs in the Paint Creek Unit, with some 
remote hike-in campsites along the trails. 
"Mary is a shower-a-day person. so this ts perfect 
for her," says Jeff. "We stay in a hotel the first night, 
get up in the morning and drive over here. hike in and 
overnight, then hike back. It 's a perfect fall weekend." 
Making the foray into deep nature-away from 
busy car-campers, into remote sections of these rocky 
woods-brings a generous payoff in the off season. when 
the buzz of insects and wild chi ldren has died clown and 
we begin turning inward for winter's hibernation. 
"And it's beautiful," Mary says, rolling sleeping bags into 
a neat spool. "You look out and see the stars. It's peaceful. 
You don't hear road noise at night. It's just so quiet." 
A backpacking trip is a journey in two parts: the hike 
itself and the days of careful preparation beforehand. 
"If you're backpacking, you have to be aware of 
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heavy now, but an hour from now? You ha\'e to be judiciou"" 
Pre-planning inspires the contemplation of need 
versus want, the study of landscape and our rP,ponse to 
landscape, and the consideration of human frailty agamst 
a backdrop of stark nature. 
Once on the trail. the frayed beauty of Iowa's favorite 
season envelops the hiker. Summer's work is ending. 
The land is sleepy and mottled, gathering into itself 
before d01 mancy. We. too, begin our preparations lor 
\\in!C'r's meditation. We steel for the Jashmg of cold 
weather \ \'e walk outdoors in the last of the comfortable 
temperatures We build fires. 
That ba.,lc human need for warmth becomes a very 
active pursuit on a crisp fall backpacking tnp 'rcllow 
River ~late Forest 1s one of the rare rugged areas that 
allov.s campftres. a favorite beacon of fall. 
The Paint Creek Umt's 25 miles of trails can be 
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completed over the course of a long \\t'l'kend. There are 
four backpacking campsites 111 a rough half-t ircle around 
the lower half of the unit-Camp Glen Wendt lis JU"t a few 
rmles southwest of headquarters. \\ith ( ,unp John ~chultz. 
Brown's Hollow Camp and Heffern's lltll <.amp staggered 
progressively eastward. Hikers should study I he forest 
maps at iowadnr.gov! forestry!yellowflver.html tot hoose and 
plan their route, their hikes, and their l ampgr ounds. 
Yellow River State Forest is a popular ll'st run for 
backcountry enthusiasts preparing for bigger trips out 
west But it's also the perfect weekender and a great 
b<'ginner's run. The Smidts' short trip is a common one: 
park at headquarters. hike in to a campsite. return to the 
car the next day. 
"It'" not a grueling hike to Heffern's Hill-it took us 
about 2,5 hours-and the hills aren't epic," .\lary says of 
the roughly 8.5-mile hike to a campsite so clost• to the Paint 

6Jn6Jowa 
Hikers pause to check maps at an overlook of the sprawling forest below The 
first lands were purchased in 1935 to create the forest. The onginal purchase 
was adJacent to the Yellow River near 1ts confluence with the Mississippi Later 
purchases consolidated scattered tracts, w1th today's forest spanning 8,503 
acres. Because most of the land was previously farmed, the area was planted to 
trees 1n the 1940s The plantations of large pines and hardwoods in the photo 
are the result An extensive system of fire lanes to protect the forest also serves 
as part of the recreational trail network for h1king, cross-country sk11ng, horse 
rid1ng and snowmobiling 
In 1949, 1,500 acres oftheforest 
were transferred to the National 
Parll Service to become part of 
Effigy Mounds National Monument. 

Hikers relish rugged terrain 
views, rock outcrops, bluffs 
and steep slopes. Unlike 
much of Iowa, in thts corner 
of the state the thick mantle 
of glacial sedtments that once 
covered bedrock have eroded 
away, exposing dramatic rock 
canyons that carry water to the 
Messtssippi Rever. The result is a 
scenic paradise for play. For non-
backpackers, several non-electric 
campgrounds can be reserved at 
877-427-2757 or iowadnr.gov. 
Creek that its babbling joins the noises of the night. 
cor 11\Tir.II':TU- -- - -
Each backpacking campsite is no more than a quarter-
mile from a road, so the feel is remote but the hike is 
quite safe. The trout streams are stocked and ready to 
provide dinner. Fewer leaves on the fall trees put birds 
in clear sight, such as the uncommon red-shouldered 
hawk that call~ the forest home. 
Brenda Wegner of Des Moines also packed in 
with friends to Heffern's Hill. For her, a beginning 
backpacker, the experience heightened her awareness 
of the comforts of home, and amplified an appreciation 
for more basic luxuries, like the sweater and woo l cap 
she bundles in after a cold night, and the warm coffee 
cup she wraps her hands around. 
"~urviving a night of cold makes me all the more 
appreciative of the warm days that remain," she says. "Too 
many years it feels like I go from swimming on a hot August 
afternoon to dealing with the first winter snow." 
Backpacking brings this deeper sense of 
connectedness with the actions of a day. Civilization 
fills our time with busywork, but in the woods on a 
backpacking trip, every task serves a primary need 
"You're hiking in to a place to be safe for the night. 
You're preparing your food to fuel your activity," Wegner 
says "But on the way, you're relaxing, because you're 
really feeling these things that you do." 
Backpacking isn't for everyone-it's not spontaneous, 
it requires more planning than the throw-and-go of 
car camping, it invites discomfort-but the effort one 
makes to roll off the usual mindless track and travel 
a more basic path for a few days is fine preparation for 
a contemplative season. 
"Backpacking causes me to think about what's really 
worth carrying around all day," says Wegner. 
"Fall is my favorite season of the year. And fall hiking 
in Iowa is a great way to actually mark that season." J!1! 
Backpacking is free in Yellow River State Forest. Registering at 
headquarters (563-586-2254) is wise in case of severe weather 
or an emergency phone call. Cell phone coverage IS lin11ted. 
Jennifer Wilson is a travel writer based in Des Moines. 
Her first book, Running Away To Home. about takmg 
her family back to the Croatian mountain village of 
her ancestors to live, is available in bookstores and 
online. www.jennifer-wilson.com 
I"UZJr n 6•••.> to hol'.b" 
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"Every artist dips his brush in 
his own soul, and paints his own 
nature into his pictures."- HenryWardBeecher 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY MINDY KRALICEK 
OHN EBERHARDT IS miffed 
about missing what seems to be the best day of 
bow season. His thickset hand cradles a fine-tip 
paintbrush. The left hand turns a feather with a 
partially painted image of a strutting turkey. He holds it 
in the light streaming through a studio window. Outside, 
past the neighbor's house across the street, laps the blue 
Mississippi, an apt place for a wildlife painter to reside. 
"When the air turns crisp and cold like this," 
Eberhardt says, "and the deer are in rut, that's the time 
to be out there. Today they'd be on the move." 
The life of an artist suits Eberhardt for the most part. 
"I work 25 weekends a year participating in art festivals, 
shows and farmers markets. I take a month off to hunt in 
the fall and two weeks for hunting in the spring. The rest 
of the time I'm painting on commission or filling orders. 
Sometimes it's frustrating starting a painting I get really 
into, and then have to work on orders." 
Eberhardt points to a couple of 2-foot by 3-foot 
canvasses leaning against a wall, vivid earth-tones 
blending into infinite skies, seemingly lit by something 
within the canvas. In one, ducks are penci led outlines 
breaking their flight to settle ashore. In the other, 
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Eberhardt finishes 
a strutting turkey on 
a turkey feather "I'll 
likely never run out of 
feathers Hunters will 
prov1de fans m exchange 
for one pam ted feather 
That's a good trade.· 
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penciled quail are startled into flight. 
"I paint backgrounds from photos, but the wildlife is 
envisioned. I've studied birds and deer so closely. I just 
lose sense of time when I start painting. 
"The market for large works isn't there right now. 
What I rea11y like is to paint large works. Something 4 
feet by 6 feet. That is really satisfying," he says. 
The Solitary, Twisting Road to Art 
"My g randmother bought me my first paints and 
brushes," says Eberhardt. "She was a pianist and a 
singer. She made sure the family was exposed to culture. 
"I was 22 or 23 when I started thinking about painting. 
There were no art teachers in the Catholic school sy-.tem 
in which I was raised I wasn't a good student-had 
problems concentrating. I tried college, but dropped out 
to join the Army. Afterward, I tried to go back to college, 
but I still had trouble concentrating. I took up 
welding and worked in the minor leagues-
john Deere was the big league." 
"Even if I'd been called up to John 
Deere. welding wasn't what I wanted 
to do. I loved the outdoors. Fishing 
and hunting. The primitive life with 
only myself to rely on." 
Eberhardt hesitates and looks 
beyond the feather he's painting, 
back into his past. 
"I read Nash Buckingham. 
Loved his stories. He inspired 
me And my dad. One time my dad 
took me to a wildlife refuge and for 
hours we watched millions of ducks 
in the flyway. Witnessing all that 
game-it burns in your heart. I hope 
my painting expresses that. If the time 
comes that it doesn't, then I'll stop. 
"The idea of painting for a living 
came after I went to a Ducks Unlimited 
banquet. I studied the paintings and 
prints on display. I thought, 'This is 
something I would like to do.' I started 
painting and a year and a half later, I 
quit welding and I quit school." 
Self-taught, Eberhardt painted every 
day for six to seven years. He became a 
full-time artist in 1978, although he insists 
it took him 10 years to get good enough. 
Painterly Pinnacles 
Eberhardt perfected his artistic skills 
during the peak of wildlife print popularity. 
In the 1980s his oil paintings won 
numerous awards in Iowa, Illinois and Kansas. A sportsman, 
he donated original and limited edition prints to further 
conservation efforts through Ducks Unlimited, Whitetails 
Unlimited and the National Wild Turkey Federation. 
A high point occurred in 1982 when Jim Cabela 
bought one of Eberhardt's original paintings at a Ducks 
Unlimited meeting in Kansas City-a black Labrador 
retriever holding a limp duck in its mouth. The painting 
ended up on the cover of the Cabela's Outdoor Gear 
Catalog, raising some controversy at the time. A number 
of people didn't want to see a dead duck on the cover 
Thus began a 30-catalog cover relationship that 
continued until Cabela's changed marketing strat<'gies 
and began using photography 23 years later. 
Eberhardt turns back to his feather for more touch-
ups "I thought the painting would take care of itself. but 
other skills are important. I'm an introvert, so it's hard 
for me to put myself out there Sometimes people at 
art shows will be looking at my work and 
say, 'I've never heard of you ' 
"My wife says and does things 
I would never do. She helps with 
marketing and sometimes goes to 
art festivals alone to SC' II my works. 
That's where she is today." 
From his studio, Eberhardt 
can look into his living room. 
where multiple mounted buck 
racks project from the walls. 
"Every time I look at one, it brings 
back 20 minutes of memory," says 
Eberhardt. "That strain to hear 
the softest crack of a stick The 
glimpse of an antler through tree 
branches. The quickening of my 
heartbeat. Will he mov<' in close 
enough for a good shot? 
"Older hunters have told me 
that the urge to kill leaves you, but 
nothing changes the desire to be 
outdoors. Witnessing the strength 
and instinct of two bucks violenlly 
slamming into each other, locking 
antlers, pushing each other to the 
ground. Then they get up and go 
at each other again." 
Today he wistfully returns to 
his work. He quietly finishes the 
strutter and sets it aside for matting. 
Eberhardt's fingers drum the art table 
as he squints against the sunshine. 
"We had such a warm fall. I should be 
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John Deere and Deer: a recent painting available for sale. 
FEA~YER PA'"JT'NG 
The tight economy has changed what John Eberhardt paints. 
·People don't have S 1,200 to spend on an original painting at a 
fest1val, but they will spend less than $100 on something they like 
The feather pamtings sell very well I can do the strutter 1n about 
an hour and 20 minutes, but a deer takes only half the t1me 
Eberhardt tapes the back side of turkey feathers w1th two 
strips of clear packing tape. "I use two because that helps keep 
the feather flat. With one p1ece, the feather tends to curl" 
Then two coats of acrylic primer are pa1nted on the feather 
for an undercoat. When Eberhardt first started pa1nting feathers 
he used a template to apply the acryli c base one for a strutting 
turkey, one for a cardinal, another for a deer, one for an eagle. 
Now he free-hands them al l 
He has pa1nted a lot of species of b1rds and other game on 
feathers, as well as horses and pets. Eberhardt takes special orders, 
or buyers can select from several on h1s webs1te. He s1gns, mats and 
frames the art m traditional oak or barn board frames. 
See more of h1s works or view Items for sale at John Eberhardt's 
website, eberhardtwi ldlife.com Eberhardt also pamts custom 
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EDIBLE OR NOT? The spec1es at left 
show why one should never eat 
a mushroom they can't positively 
1dent1fy Praine States Mushroom 
Club treasurer Roger Heidt and past 
president Dave Layton believe 1t IS of 
the Psathyrella family, most of which 
are inedible Club secretary Dean Abel 
(pictured opposite) thmks they could 







south of West Des Moines, 
he walked a short way on a 
path and veered off into the 
undergrowth, his eyes scanning 
decaying logs and the sides of 
living trees. He hardly looked 
at the colorful fall leaves that 
either still clung to the trees or 
formed an uneven blanket on 
the forest floor. As for those leaves that blocked his view 
of the ground, Heidt moved them now and then with his 
aluminum walking s tick or stirred them with his shoe 
Flanking him on one side was Glen Schwartz, and on 
the other, Harlan Ratcliff and his 12-year-old son, Max. 
All were doing the same, slowly walking through leaves 
and pools of sunlight and shadow on a cool October 
morning looking for mushrooms. 
Elsewhere in the woods, about a dozen others were 
hunting mushrooms, too. 
A bit out of season, you might think, believing like so 
many others that spr ing is the only season to find edib le 
mushrooms, and then, only morels. Members of the 
Prairie States Mushroom Club believe otherwise, and on 
their forays, which usually occur about once or twice a 
month spring through fall, they collect a variety of fungi. 
many that are edible. 
At first, no one was spotting any mushrooms. Then 
a rhythm set in and the hunters began calling out their 
finds. "Here's some Armillaria," says Heidt, of Robins, 
kneeling to check a clutch of 
tan-topped mushrooms attached 
to some decaying wood. Schwartz, 
from Hiawatha, and the Ratcliffs, 
from Granger, gathered around 
Heidt. Plucking one of the 
mushrooms from the group, Heidt 
turned it slowly, inspecting it. "It's 
an edible mushroom but these are 
old, so don't eat them," he says. 
As Heidt tucked the one 
Armillaria-also called fox fire 
because it glows at night-into 
a compartment of a small plastic box he carried in a 
pouch, others resumed searching. A few moments later. 
everyone gathered around Schwartz, who found another 
type of Armillaria-but this batch was more yellow and 
stickier than what Heidt found. From one angle, the cluster 
resembled glistening pancakes. "This is called honey 
mushroom," Schwartz explained. "They look like they're 
dipped in honey. You'll see 10 times more fungi in the fall 
than in the spring. " 
Then someone found eyelash cups with round brown 
caps hardly 2 millimeters wide. At another time, Harlan 
Ratcliff spotted shelf mushrooms high on a tree trunk. 
He boosted Max up to bring down a handful for everyone 
to see. And so the morning went wtth the four fanning 
out and then gathering to discuss each new find. 
Mushroorr Lovers C1ub 
In another part of Brown's Woods, a heavily wooded 
484-acre Polk County preserve along the Raccoon River, 




Tiffany, the latr emeritus distinguished professor of 
botany at Iowa State University, and Dr. Don Huffman, 
now an emeritus professor of biology at Central College 
in Pella, founded the Prairie States Mushroom Club, 
which today has nearly 60 members Because the 
members live in central and eastern Iowa, forays are 
conducted in those regions. from Lron to Waverly and 
from Ledges State Park to New Vienna 
Past club president David Layton says that the group 
isn't just about getting together for forays. "We help 
document the presence and growth of various fungi in 
Iowa and bring an awareness of fungi's role in the larger 
ecological balance to the public. Some members focus 
on the dynamic beauty that fungi bnng to the greens and 
browns of the forest and others just enjoy the excitement 
of the treasure hunt and learning about whatever treasure 
they've found," he says. 
In 1988, Tiffany and Huffman co llaborated with 
Dr. George Knaphus, a professor of botany and plant 
pathology atlSU who was also in on the club's beginning, 





to write the book, Mushrooms and Other Fungi of the 
Midcontinental United States. The book's 370-page second 
edition came out in 2008 with the aid of another member 
of the club, Rosanne Healy, formet ISU mycologist now 
a doctoral candidate at the lln1vers1ty of Mmnesota 
Besides detailing mushrooms m terms of their ph} s1cal 
characteristics, the authors list what many people want 
to know-how edible each spcc1es ts or isn't. 
Generally, club members div1de mushrooms 111to some 
broad categories: edib le, non-edible (which means their 
tastr, texture or other features make them undesirable to 
eat, such as bitter-tasting Tylopilus /elleus), poisonous and 
those they nickname LBMs-liltle brown mushrooms, 
wh1ch no one knows much about when it comes to eatmg. 
"One shouldn't eat a mushroom unless they can Identify 
it properly," warns Tiffan} "Half a dozen of the most 
commonly eaten mushrooms arc reasonably easy to identif} 
If people would concentrate on picking what they know and 
not randomly collect mushrooms, they'd be a lot safer" 











OPPOSITE Prame States Mushroom Club treasurer Roger 
He1dt holds a dryad's saddle, or pheasant back, 1n h1s 
right hand and a root1ng polypore in h1s left (not1ce the 
long root extendmg beyond his fingers). Club members 
take a break during a 2009 Brown's Woods foray. Tackle 
boxes serve well to separate and protect delicate fung1. 
BELOW, l TO R: Former ISU Mycologist Rosanne Healy, 
DNR Botanist Mark Leoschke and club secretary Dean 
Abel exam me a fall foray find Club president Glen 
Schwartz IS 1n the background. 
are actually good for eating. "There are others you can 
eat but they're not worth it," she says. 
Knaphus, who died of cancer in 2000, was known for telling 
people, "You can eat any mushroom, but some only once." 
When it comes to knowing what's what about poisonous 
mushrooms, Mother Nature provides many twists and 
turns. For example, not all par ts of an edible mushroom 
may be good to eat, as with the velvet stem mushroom 
which has a cap that's safe to eat but a stem that's not 
worth eating. A species of mushroom that is toxic in one 
area of the nation may be edible elsewhere. Levels of 
toxins in a single species can range from deadly to nearly 
nonexistent. And some edible species, like the parasol 
mushroom, can be easily confused with the poisonous 
Chlorophyllum and the slender Amanita bisporigera, whose 
angelic appearance belies that it's among the five deadliest 
mushrooms. That makes staying away from the parasol 
mushroom sound advice . 
David Layton of Clinton recalls that not long after 
he began his fascination with mushrooms in his teens, 
he brought home a parasol mushroom-so he thought. 
He sampled a small bit of it, thought it was tasty and 
put it in the refrigerator. Later, a roommate ate it all 
and within an hour was throwing up. The mushroom was 
actually a Chlorophyllum. "It didn't kill him," says Layton. 
"But he didn't feel good for awhile." 
As for understanding which mushrooms are toxic, 
those who hunt mushrooms say the only way to know 
is that someone somewhere ate a type of mushroom 
and was able to say so later, although what's safe for 
one person to eat may not be for another. 
Tiffany says some edible mushrooms can be eaten raw 
but she suggested all be cooked before eating. "Heating 
the mushrooms drives off things that can be harmful to 
a person," she says. 
When it comes to cooking mushrooms, everyone has 
their favorite method. Some simply fry them plain, while 
others prefer to roll their pickings in milk. egg, flour 
and seasonings before frying them. Others boil them 
with heads of garlic, fry them in butter saute in wine or 
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ABOVE AND RIGHT Forayers 
lay out a substantial find of 
hen of the woods, a pnzed 
fall mushroom that can grow 
to 30 pounds or more. It has 
a deep, nch flavor and chewy 
texture OPPOS TE: Dean Abel 
studtes a pear-shaped puffball, 
edtble when still firm and pure 
whtte inside 
sherry, grind them to make dips, or just add them 
to anything they're eating, such as an accompaniment to 
steaks. Tiffany prefers oysters-fan-shaped mushrooms 
growing on trees and logs-and chanterelles. a golden 
mushroom often shaped like the bell of a trumpet. "I like 
them lightly sauteed and buttered so you can taste the 
full flavor of them," she says. 
They're good in omelets, grilled cheese sandwiches 
and spaghetti, adds Layton, who has taught cooking-with-
mushroom classes at New Pioneer Co-op in Iowa City. 
His favorite creation is adding a dozen or so varieties 
of cooked mushrooms to c ream of mushroom soup. 
The Bountiful Fungi Harvest 
After a couple hours in the woods. everyone gathered 
near some b<'nches where they laid out their finds. The 
list didn't quite make it from A to Z but it did go from 
Agaricus poctllator to Xerula megalospora, with quite 
a few in between. The Latin names could dislocate 
tongues, lips and jaws of those who try to pronounce 
them-Jrpex /acteus, Jschnoderma resinosum and Agrocybe 
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acericola-but several of th<' common names spread 
smiles-knothole oyster, elfin saddle, inky caps, hairy 
turkey tail and false co ral jelly. ''I'd say we have about 
50 to 60 species here today," says Dean Abel. secretary 
of the club and instructor in the Cniversity of Iowa 
biology Jabs. 
Minette Carlson and son Austin were proud of the 
large clump of hen of the \\Oocls they had found "This 
is good eating," she says. noting that in Asian markets the 
ball of what looks like coiled pieces of thm, gray paper 
goes by its Japanese name, "maitake," meaning "dancing 
mushroom, and is believed to have medicinal values. 
At the end of the foray in Brown's Woods. the 
members of the club packed their f1ndings back into 
th<'ir wax bags. cloth sacks and wicker baskets and 
headed home. leaving the \\Oods '""ith a few less 
mushrooms. But one's not to worry. they'll be back. ~ 
Learn more about the Prame States Mushroom Club 





STORY AND PHOTOS BYTY SMEDES 
TWAS A COLD AND BLUSTERY 
morning in early November and one of those days that every duck 
hunter anticipates. A fierce northwest wind had ushered in a cold 
fro nt, with rapidly falling nighttime temperatures and it was now 
below freezing. My own wetland and duck blind were just a stone's 
throw away, but today I wo uld be hun ting at a neighboring marsh with 
my friend and neighbor, Chuck Lenze. Lenze had invited me along and 
more than anything, I was itching to see his retriever in action. 
T he eas tern sky began to g low as we entered the old wooden duck 
blind, jus t a few minutes before s hooting time. And the howling wind 
seemed to carry a message-that fall would soon draw to a close. We 
both knew it to be a favorable wind-a tail-wind that migrating ducks 
like to hitch a ride upon. Lenze's Chesapeake Bay retriever, Chip, 
took his usual place at a small opening in the front of the blind. It was 
a spot Chip knew weJI , and he began eagerly searching the skies for 
waterfowl. With duck and goose calls at the ready and guns loaded, 
we also began to scan the sky. It was shooting time. 


~oon we -spotted a small flock of ducks to the west-as 
they new down Beav<.>r Creek. But our calling was to no 
avail. The crosswind was just too strong, and the sound of 
our hail-calls just didn't reach them Continuing onward. 
they were soon out of sight. A few minutes passed and 
several more small flocks moved by, but far to the west 
To our frustration. not one flock came close enough 
to s<.>c our decoys or hear our hail calls. But then. with 
a sudden swish of wings, a trio of mallards banked in 
and hung above the decoys \\'e scrambled to -shooting 
position, shots rang out and two drakes tumbled into 
the decoy spread. Because the third duck was a hen. 
we allowed her to continue her journey 
Chip leaped through the small dog door and .nto 
the water He had watched the birds fall and had them 
marked. A strong and powerful swimmer. it dtdn't take 
long for the Chesapeake Bay retriever to fetch them up. 
Chip didn't wait for his master to send him. 
If Chip doesn't sec the btrd fall. he is sent on a bltnd 
retrieve, first lined up in the direction he should go ... 
"Hopefully, he will go in a straight line to the bird: but 
if he is off line. you blow a '"htstle to gel his attention and 
s top h im. You then give a hand signal to restart the dog 
in the direction you want. You might use your voice-or 
not-depending on how much of a cor rection you want 
to make and what obs tacles a re ahead," explains Lenze. 
Chip re trieved th e pai r of mallards and we '>ettled 
back onto the bench whe n three gadwall carne rocketing 
downwind from the wes t. Seve ral hail calls turned them, 
and we switched to greeting call s as the trio cautiously 
circled several times. Although gadwall are often hard to 
decoy, these birds appeared to want down out of the wind 
With our heads down, we continued to call-looking 
straight ahead and over the decoys. Duck hunters often 
mistakenly look up when they've lost sight of circling 
ducks, and that flash of th<> face usually sends a flock of 
keen-eyrd waterfowl climbing sharply away. Our patience 
\a.as rewarded when the trio dropped below the bills of 
our caps, fluttering downward, hangmg in the wind and 
just past the decoys. Once again we sprang into action, 
and three ducks folded 
This lime Chip wasn't at his private doorway and 
didn't sec the bird'> fall. so Lenze "cnt him on a blind 
retrieve. Lenze and Chip put on a dmic as 1 \',:atched The 
teamwork between hunter and dog was something special 
to behold. and the many hours of training and dedication 
were paytng off l'sing a combination of whtstle, hand 
and voice commands, it was water dog work at its best. 
Soon, Chip fetched the gadwall trio and was again at his 
master's side. The morning flight \a.as over 
First of Many Chessies 
Lenze began duck hunting as a ~lason City youngster and 
recalls shooting his first mallard at a marsh not far from 
Zirbel's Slough. "A Mason City hardware store owner had 
a Chessie that caught my tnterest 1 bought my first one 
from a kennel in New Prague, Minn. and over the years 
I've come to own nine Chessies. I became interested 
in formal training when local hunter and friend Bruce 
Mountain invited me to an AKC hunt test in Lincoln, Neb. 
I began formally training my second Chesapeake. and 
he went on to achieve a 'Working Reine\ er' tttle. 
I now regularly enter my dogs in 
hunting trials and sometimes do 
some judging I'm also a .:\lidwest 
Retriever Club officer I love the 
dog work, and I start working my 
dogs each }ear in January. since 
hu nt trials begin in April and last 
till September " 
A week later I joined Lenze on 
another hunt. It was another sub-
freeling morn ing, and the boat dock 
greeted us with a slick layer of frost 
as the easte rn s ky began to g low. As 
we carefully loaded ourselves. the 
dog and gear into the boat, th e little 
outboard motor caught my eye. Its 
styling was from a time gone by, and 
the little engine sported a mallard 
















A large Canada goose IS a load, but the b1g 
Chesapeake had no trouble toting his pnze 





words "Duck T win." 
"It's a 1958 Evinrude Duck Twin. It's just a three-
horsepower motor but it r uns smoothly because it's a 
two-cylinder engine," says Lenze. It took three pulls to 
start the little engine, but once it fired, it ran smooth as 
silk. Not bad for a 53-year-old! 
This time we occupied an island blind which faced 
eastward, cen te red in several acres of open water. It was 
a cloudy morning, so we didn't worry about looking into 
the sun. 
Lenze's younger dog, Rudy, was our canine companion. 
Rudy was just 20 months old, eager to hunt and excited 
to be our hunti ng partner. Our decoy spread of a few 
field decoys were anchored in the mud just in front of the 
blind, as well as several dozen duck and Canada floater'> 
The northwest wind was at our backs, so incoming 
waterfowl would likely cross the large body of open water 
when approaching our set. Soon it was shooting time, and 
all eyes were on the sky. 
Before long, the music of incoming Canada geese 
could be heard, as a flock of a dozen or so appeared in the 
distance. Lenze began flagging while I called. Flagging 
is a technique used to attract geese at a great distance, 
by waving a goose-colored flag to attract the attention of 
these keen-eyed, motion-sensitive waterfowl. The practice 
is often quite effective at gaining their initial 
again they sent their quickly tiring dogs. Exhausted, both 
dogs gave up. Lenze sent his dog with the other hunters 
hollering, "your dog is gonna drown," as his Chesapeake 
launched after the wounded ducks. 
Lenze's dog had a knack of saving energy by waiting 
out a diving duck. Eventually he could wear down a 
wounded bird. The determined Chessie retrieved both 
ducks, and Lenze delivered them to the neighboring 
hunters who suffered greatly from wounded pride. 
"Another time I sent my dog into the marsh to retrieve 
a wounded duck. We were surrounded by other duck 
hunters and everyone had experienced great shooting 
that morning. By the time my dog worked the vegetation, 
he not only retrieved my wounded bird but found five 
others! I can't emphasize enough how the use of a well 
trained retriever is just good conservation," he says . .8! 
GET IN THE FIELD 
Buy your state waterfowl stamp and hunting ftcense online at 
iowadnr.gov. Federal duck stamps are available at most post 
offices. Both stamps are required to hunt migratory waterfowl. 
attention when calling can't yet be heard. But 
the geese didn't quite buy it, and disappointingly, 
they continued onward. 
A single Canada responded to both 
calling and flagging, and came straight 
into the decoys- as if on a string. 
Soon, a single Canada called in the distance, 
and again we called and flagged. The goose 
immediately swung in our direction on a straight 
line-as if on a string-and descended towards our 
decoy spread. Shots rang out and the goose folded. 
It was time for Rudy to gain some experience 
as Lenze directed the young dog towards the 
downed goose. Rudy had not seen it fall, and his 
master directed him, using voice commands and 
hand s ig nals. The goose sailed some distance 
away before folding, but when Rudy eventually 
spotted the downed goose he eas ily retrieved it to 
his mas ter's hand . T he young dog's inexperience 
showed, but impressed all with his desire to 
please. Rudy showed great promise and will 
mature into a well-trained retriever. 
So what is Lenze's favorite retriever m<>meli.t? 
OR THE FIRST TIME 
IN HISTORY, Io,\ans 
have the opportunity to hunt 
mourning doves in their own 
slate Iowa JOin'> 40 other states in 
hosting an annual dove hunting season 
THE PARTICULARS 
. 70 days, Sept. 1 through 
Nov. 9 
One half hour 
before sunrise to sunset 
15 daily, 30 in possession 
-IC Pn Valid Iowa 
small game hunting license and habitat 
fee, if normally required to hunt in Iowa 
Sr Hunters required to use 
plugged shotguns limiting shell capacity 
to three "'ontox1c shot required. Season 
includes Eurasian collared doves but not 
whllC-\\ mged doves. 
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HUNTING TECHNIQUES 
Doves-ltke other game-can be 
patterned to substantially ra1se hunting 
success lhe ke}. say<> 0 1R wildlife 
b10log1st and avid dove hunter Chad 
Paup, 1s scouting and knowing where 
dows roost, feed. dnnk and loaf. 
~ rrl ....... Any 20-, 16- or 
12-gauge shotgun will suffice, so pick 
one you are most comfortab le with. 
Autoloaders are preferred, offering 
three quick shots at the fast-flying 
quarry. ~ince shots are typically 
short range. 1 to 1 1/8-ounce loads 
of 7 1(,, 8 or 9 shot are perfect. Since 
dove hunting prov1dcs ample gun 
shouldering and shooting. lighter 
guns and loads are k1nder on muscles 
and JOints 
• 
C oncr nt Do\ es have keen 
eyesight. so Loncealment 1s Important. 
Choose camo to match the season. 
and try to blt'nd in with the landscape. 
Natural and man-made blinds can help 
if the} allow 360 degree vision. 
1"'\,....,-,,"S: In some situations, decoys 
can entice birds into doser range 
Numerous stylt•s are available or you 
can make your own (see Outdoor 
Skills, page 11) Place several on 
open ground and more 1n nearby 
fences and trees, as h1gh as possible. 
Water hoi Doves tend to seek 
out water at midda}. so concentrate 
on water holes later 1n the day. Doves 
prefer turb1d. small ponds for grit. 
Paup says. especially those that have 







Livestock ponds are perfect examples. 
.,. CJ a I ... rl ro ~,.. Fencelines, 
treelines and natural grasses adjacent 
to feeding areas offer concealment 
and ideal stand locations, as long as 
they afford near 360 degree field of 
vision. They also offer shade for warm 
afternoon hunts. Doves move all day, 
but typically feed morning and evenings 
and seek water in the afternoon. Doves 
prefer barren, cover-free landing zones 
to feed. Set up facing landing zones. 
preferably into the wind with the sun at 
your back. Doves like to perch in dead 
trees, so concentrate on those areas. 
o- tL.res Fi~ ' Pastures, 
especially when heavily grazed by 
cattle, are dove magnets due to 
barren ground and weed seeds. 
Newly seeded, freshly mowed 
Conservation Reserve Program fields 
and silage fields are also prime areas. 
SAFETY 
Dove hunting is a safe, enjoyable 
sport, but due to the fast action 
and concentrated hunting pressure, 
follow these commandments: 
Always treat the gun as if loaded. 
Keep guns unloaded when not 
hunting. 
J Ensure the barrel and action are 
clear of obstructions. 
Always carry your gun so you 
can control muzzle direction, 
even if you s tumble. 
Always keep the safety on until 
shouldering the gun. 
Ensure your target is a dove and 
your backstop is not a hunter or 
a dog. 
Never point a gun at anything you 
do not want to shoot. 
Never leave guns or ammunition 
within reach of children or 
careless adults. 
Never climb trees or fences with 
a loaded gun. 
10 Never shoot at a Oat, hard 
surface or water. 
1 Never drink alcohol or take 
mood-altering drugs before or 
during a hunt. 
Tl PS AND TRICKS 
Quick, erratic flyers, doves offer 
cha llenging wing-shooting. Hone 
skills during the summer on skeet or 
sporting clays ranges, or simply shoot 
a round of clays. "Anytime you can get 
practice shouldering and swinging, 
that's good," Paup says. 
Wtth prime dove hunting in early 
fall, make sure to pack bug spray. 
A retrieving dog that will sit still 
is a great asset for retrieving birds. 
Five-gallon buckets are perfect 
for carrying gear and doves, and for 
sitting on when action is slow 
·while blaze orange clothing is not 
required, wearing an orange cap walking 
to and from the field makes sense. 
Wear clear, protective eyewear in 
areas where multiple hunters are set up. 
Early season offers the best 
hunting Doves will like ly push in on 
• 
the first hints of cooler, northerly 
breezes. Don't be afraid of hot 
temperatures or drizzly days; doves 
will s till be on the move. 
Guns must be limited to three 
shots, but even the third shot on 
the same bird is often more out of 
frustration than anything else. Try 
limiting young hunters to only one 
shell to encourage concentration. 
identification and safety 
THE REWARD 
Virtually all state-owned public hunting 
lands will incorporate dove hunting 
management, providing opportunities 
for the expected 20,000 hunters to 
pursue the bird. These areas have 
been planted with sunflowers, millet 
and winter wheat to attract doves. 
Dove hunting is a great sport to 
bring friends and family together, 
especially the young and old. Since 
minimal equipment is required, 
weather is often warm and pleasant 
and physical exertion is limited, it's 
great for hunters with less stamina. 
Doves are also great on the table. 
Paup compares dove meat to milder-
tasting ducks and prefers marinated 
dove breast faJitas. The key, like most 
wild game, is to not overcook. He 
says doves are excellent wrapped in 
bacon and grilled or in casseroles. ~ 
Partners m outdoor exploration, 
the state park h1kers have met 
smce 2004, tounng parks and 
nature preserves across the 
state. Outings typically involve 
lunch, a guided tour or short h1ke 
and always fervent discussion. 
PICTURED TOP ROW, L TO R: Jean 
L1bbey, Bern1e Runkel and Chris 
Henn1ng. Bottom row, L toR Carol 
Keeling, Ruth Kenney Randolph, 
Mary Garst and Elame Mason 
Zimmerman. RIGHT: Ruth Kenney-
Randolph consults her hiking 
gu1de which bursts with maps, 
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Hiking Friends 
Relive the Past and 
Cherish the Present 
BY KAREN GRIMES PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
II T'S CRIMINAL TO GO TO A STATE 
park and not hike." That's the maxim of the Iowa 
State Parks Group. There are just three criteria for 
belonging: members must be widows, have a certain 
political persuasion and bring a peanut butter sandwich 
to monthly meetings at a park. 
Well, sort of. Newer member, Elaine Mason Zimmerman 
of Des Moines, took the "rules" literally-and brought 
that sandwich. No one else did. Instead, they had very 
interesting, fabulous sandwiches. 
Their hallmarks are visiting parks, light banter, 
passionate political and book discussions, and lots of 
support. "We've all dealt with death, so we can talk about 
those issues," said Ruth Kenney-Randolph of Johnston. 
"We can talk about things we wouldn't tell in any other 
group," adds Bernie Ru nkel of Des Moines. 
Three of them had been friends for years dancing on the 














Woodward. After they lost their husbands, the three founders 
were sitting together in the Hotel Pattee dining room in 
Perry when Mary Garst said, 'We ought to be outdoors." 
In April, 2004, they held their first meeting at 
Springbrook State Park near Guthrie Center. Known for 
the DNR's conservation education center, 12 miles of 
trails and practically a guarantee of seeing deer, the park 

















Kenney-Randolph and Carol Keeling of Des Moines. 
"It's my mission to gel everyone to al l s tate parks in 
Iowa," Kennry-Randolph says. "At first, I was coming up 
with places to go, picking up information on state parks 
and surrounding areas After about fivr, I suggested we 
share the planning" 
Since then, they take turns. jean Libbey of Grinnell 
chose the Neil Smith National Wildlife Refuge near 
Prairie City to watch buffalo and elk, ponder the vast 
(for today's world) tracts of prairie and the fortitude of 
pioneer settlers, examine savannah restoration efforts 
and tour the musrum. 
At first they stayed local, visiting favorites like Ledges 
State Park south of Boone 
or Walnut Woods west of 
Des Momes. That's where 
they ate lunch under 
ancient sentinel walnut 
trees when Garst says 
"park maintenance approached us very suspiciously." 
"I think he thought we were teenagers," laughs Keeling. 
Soon they'd visited most central Iowa parks, including 
city and county parks. Branching out, they planned 
overnights, including "the most beaut ifu l trip to the Loess 
Hil ls," Zimmerman says. 
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The wind-blown silts that created the loess hills some 
14,000 to 28,000 years ago arc called sugar soils by locals 
as they "melt" away when it rains, making steep, exciting 
terrain for sightseers and hikers. Western Iowa along the 
~1issouri River and the Yellow River in China are the only 
places to find deep loess bluffs The unique landscape is 
home to unusual plant and an1mallife, too, such as yucca 
normally found further west 
"Elaine and I went on one t11p for five days to the Loess 
Hills in May. We found whole hillsides of ferns and jack-
in-the-pulpits as high as my hip," says Kenney-Randolph 
nostalgically. The two had recently met and didn't know 
how compatible they'd be for hikmg, eating and traveling. 
"When you don't know each other. my first objective ts to 
come back friends," she jokes 
"The ferns were just gorgeous-so bright green and 
they just covered the whole htllstde," Zimmerman adds 
They found the hill of ferns in Preparation Canyon State 
Park where more than 50 Mormon families once settled 
• 
to prepare for the 
afterlife. This park 
in Monona County is 
rugged and remote. 
with hike-in camping. 
On another Loess 
Hills trip, Runkel and 
Kenney-Randolph 
decided to camp. 
"Neither Bernie or 
I had pitched a tent 
in 15 years." says 
Kenney-Randolph 
with a grin. "But 
we decided to tour 
southwest Iowa on 
the way: Lake of 
Three Fires and Waubonsie State Park." 
They tented at Waubonsic, at the southwest corner 
of the state. Named for a Pottawattamie chief, the park 
hosts hikers and horseback riders along 15 miles of 
trails. Visitors find incomparable scenery amongst bluffs 
and ridges and an interpretive trail to learn about Loess 
Hills plants. 
Runkel and Kenney-Randolph, though, had little time 
for hiking or admiring views They spent the night 
holding tents down as high winds and rain roared. After 
a wet, sleepless night, tl1ey rut the trip short. 
Yet again the group explored the 200-mile ridge that 
forms this unusual hill complex on the western edge 
of Iowa. Trying to find the road to Lake Manawa near 
Council Bluffs, they were lost "We just drove and drove," 
says Kenney-Randolph. 
" I can't remember how many times we got turned 
around. We laughed so hard," says Runkel. 
A popular destination in the Council Bluffs area, Lake 






































Iowa's pra1nes and the art they msp1red led the group to Neal 
Sm1th Nat1onal Wildlife Refuge near Prairie City Followed by a 
hands-on exploration of Andy Goldsworthy's stone cairn in the 
Conard Environmental Research Area south of Grinnell, the day 
ended w1th a visit to the Faulconer Gallery at Grinnell College 
Jean Libbey (leh) and Mary Garst examine the prame settmg for 
the landmark constructed in 2001 Weathenng, wmds, rain, ice 















the Missouri River meanders was cut off. The resulting 
772-acre lake provides great fishing for crappie, bluegill 
and catfish. Nature lovers, the mobility-impaired, hikers 
and bikers-all can find a trail to love in the 1,529-acre 
park with eight miles of mountain bike trail. 
A special side trip commemorated Runkel's husband 
and one of his favorite natural areas. "Bernie was in the 
group by then," says Kenney-Randolph, "so we went to 
Sy's Preserve," the Sylvan Runkel State Preserve located 
in the Loess Hills Wildlife Management Area in Monona 
County. Dedicated in 1996 to the husband Bernie lost in 
1995, the preserve honors his love of the natural citizens 
of the hills, both nora and fauna. Sy brought children and 
adults into contact with nature in his job as state biologist 
and as a 16-year leader of the Loess Hills Prairie Seminar. 
Also in Woodbury County, the friends toured a room 
devoted to Sy at the Dorothy Picaut Nature Center 
"Mary had to leave us after a couple of days," says 
Kenney-Randolph, "so we cooked up a wild tale to tell her 
when she rejoined us in Stone Park," in Sioux City. The 
tnp culminated with a tour of parks and prairies around 
Lake Okoboji. "I remember Mary went into a store in 
Spencer and bought a big pint of ice cream and ate it. 
Jamoca almond fudge." 
Trading the dry sunlit south slopes and burr oak-clad 
north slopes of the Loess Hills for the oak-hickory forests 
on the group's first trip to northeast Iowa led them to 
Cedar Rock State Park to tour the Frank Lloyd Wright-
designed home near Independence. Other stops included 
Backbone, Pikes Peak, Mines of Spain and 
Bellevue state parks, mixed with Effigy 
Mounds National Monument. A bed and 
breakfast in Elkader provided home for one 
night and everyone went to the local theatre 
for entertainment. Unfortunately, Barnyard, 
the cartoon movie of a chicken escape 
artist, was the only choice. 
"No one criticized me too much for the 
movie, because they knew they would 
have to plan the next trip," says Kenney-
Randolph, "although they never let me 
forget about it." They spent a night in 
Dubuque to watch barges lock through 
from a high spot in Eagle Point Park. With 
shelters, lodges, wading pool, band shell, 
fish pond, rock garden and an outstanding 
view of Lock and Dam #11, the city park is 
a must-see. 
On another trip, they toured Maquoketa Caves and 
stayed two nights at Iowa's first state park, Backbone. 
Named for the Devil's Backbone, a steep rocky staircase 
climbing from the Maquoketa River to one of the highest 
points in Iowa, the park has 21 miles of trails. Trout 
fishing, a Civilian Conservation Corps museum and 
rappelling are a few attractions. 
In fall 2010. they spent nights in a bed and breakfast 
... 
s-- ------
near Pikes Peak State Park. Their plans to boat on 
the Mississippi with 1 on Stravers, singer, songwriter, 
naturalist and hawk expert, were thwarted by high water 
and rough weather. 
Another trip grew out of an Iowa Outdoors issue. Inspired 
by the photos, they trekked to Red Haw State Park in 
Chariton, searching for redbuds in bloom, to visit an 
Amish home, eat an Amish dinner and tour the John L. 
Lewis Museum of Mining and Labor. Located in Lucas, the 
museum exhibits the geologic history that made southern 
Iowa home to coal mining, and to labor leader Lewis. 
In each small town, the group looks for public libraries. 
"It's amazing the effort that goes into creating a library 
system in every small town in Iowa," says Garst. Books 
help glue the group together, too. 
"We share book titles and movies, a lot of advice," 
adds Zimmerman. 
In an hour they discussed a book about the Americas 
before Columbus. and movies about Georgia O'Keefe 
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Garst, who's never met an idea she wouldn't 
contemplate, is agent provocateur for the group-
the one who asks political questions. 
through hard times, the loss of husbands, the illnesses 
of family members, tough family situations. But they 
are more than survivor<>. They are rejoicers. 
"One of the rea-.ons for success in this group is that 
we are v<.>r} casual so nobody wornes," she says 
"It's criminal to go to a state park and not hike," 
says Kenney-Randolph 
The support, camaraderie, shared memories and 
laughter ar<.> obvtous. This group of women has been 
Then Garst adds, "This group has evolved way beyond 
parks It's so much more." 1!1! 
Ruth- Phenomenal Hiker 
and Park Aficionado 
A passion for h1king, a love of nature's ever-changing face 
and a spirit of adventure lured her into hiking every state 
park m Iowa and then some. 
'It is a great art to saunter· HENRY DAVID 
THOREAU, 1841 
"An earfy,morning walk is a blessmg for 
the whole day • HENRY DAVID THOREAU 
Wtth a pettte frame, an engaging smile and mtschievous, fun-loving eyes, she 
could double as a wood sprite. And the woods, 
valleys and pratrtes are her frequent locales. 
Ruth Kenney Randolph ts a trekker wtth 
an affinity for parks. She proudly carnes her 
btble, a 1991 edttion of Iowa's State Parks 
by Robert Charles Wolf listing 99 parks and 
nine preserves Bound wtth a rubber band 
and stuffed full of notes, park guides, maps 
and memorabilia, tt's full of information 
she needs It's her gutde to the many parks 
she has htked every stngle one. From 
the smallest to the largest, from the most 
popular to the least known 
She's quick to say that she hasn't walked 
every mile of every tratl in every state park. 
Depend1ng upon weather, companions and 
time, the htke mtght be JUSt a quick Jaunt. 
But she has htked every maJor trai l l1sted 
1n Hikmg Iowa. A Gwde to Iowa's Greatest 
Hiking Adventures by Elizabeth Corcoran 
Hill And for Kenney Randolph, there are no 
football games or naps for her famtly after a 
btg Thanksgiving dtnner No, 1f the weather 
IS decent, the aftermath ofThanksgtvtng ts 
a two-hour stroll at Ledges State Park. 
She IS remarkably ftt and energetic for 
someone who recently turned 80. Although 
after a ntne mile hike around Geode Park, 
near Burltngton, she says she's slowing 
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down a little. "I'm not out tn the cold every 
day, like I used to do. Now, I'm more fair 
weather; she muses 
Her all-time favonte htke tnto the 
Grand Canyon is off limitS now Although 
she's hiked it several times, its four hours 
down and etght grueltng hours up with a 
4,860-foot change tn elevatton "You need 
to know your limttattons," she advtses 
She also takes some safety precauttons 
'I would rather htke during the week, when 
not everyone ts out. I watch the weather. 
When 1t's good, I go I always htke wtth a 
whistle, because cell phones do not always 
work in state parks," she says. 
A foundtng member of the State Parks 
Group, she's met wtth stx friends since 
April 2004, encouragtng them to hike and 
enJOY parks. She's passtonate about getting 
friends into every state park tn Iowa When 
they meet, she may go early to htke more 
Ledges ts her favorite and first park "I 
grew up on a farm near Rippey in Greene 
County. Ledges was the first state park I 
VISited, probably about 1942," she says. 
Then with that mtsch1evous glint tn the eye, 
she explains how the Des Momes Regtster 
documented for all postenty her and her 
friends' truancy on sen tor sktp day tn a 
feature photo taken at Ledges tn 194 7 
Ledges was her refuge and playground, 
too, when she spent Saturday ntghts at the 
park during the summers of 1950 to 1953. 
As a counselor at Camp Hantesa, she had 
the choice of going home or gotng down to 
the park. With limited ttme off, Ledges won. 
"It's sttll my favonte park. she proclatms. 
Kenney-Randolph ts a htker. For her, the 
13 miles of tratls at Ledges are compulsory. 
Up and down the steep slopes, 1t's a 
workout rewarded by scenic views of the 
sandstone cliffs and ledges lining Pea's 
Creek How could you sk1p some? 
On a chilly December day, she htkes 
from the parking lot on the north end of 
the park down to Pea's Creek, walking sttck 
tn hand. The glint of sun on water the 
dead sttck encrusted wtth lichen, the brisk, 
heady atr, the cry of b1rd or drumming of a 
woodpecker who can restst nature's calls? 
For her the natural world prov1des 
unending enjoyment. "It's just not to be 
mtssed," she proclaims. "What I think is 
phenomenal1s thts waterfall (cascading 
down a cltff at Ledges) and thts nght here 
(water flowtng over the lowhead bndge). 
"Look at the different shadows as the water 
goes through under the 1ce • 
The scenery changes w1th each bend in 
the path, each climb in elevation and each 
season Kenney Randolph enJOYS them all. 
"My favonte parks are still river parks along 
the bluffs Stone Park, Lacey Keosauqua" 
Here, each break in the foliage can y1eld a 
glimpse of nver far below. 
As part of the State Parks Group, she 
revels tn shanng each new vista with friends 
or fam1ly She·s hoptng to share a trip to 
Maine, the one state she hasn't vis1ted, 
with her daughter Ltnda. 
You can be sure-a trtp to Maine will 

















T wo concerns plaguing state wildl1fe officials-limited hunting opportunities and dwindling habitat-are 
garnering attention thanks to a federal grant program 
that assists landowners with habitat improvement in 
exchange for hunting access. 
"We are 19th in the nation in the amount of public land 
available for hunting," says Kelly Sm1th. DNR private 
lands coordinator. "Gaining huntmg access on private 
l tand 1s a concern and it grO\\S each }Car" 
The voluntary Iowa Habitat and Acces'> Program 
(IHAP) is different from other state's hunter walk-in 
programs. While others may pay a lump sum payment for 
access, II!AP pays for habitat improvement, maintenance 
and restoration in exchange for hunter access. Funding 
comes from a three-year, $1.5 million L .S Department 
of Agnculturc grant, in addition to Sl from every wildlife 
habitat fee collected annuall} from hunters Contracts last 
between three and 10 years, however benefits of building 
habitat pay cl1vidends years beyond 
"We believe this program is good for natural resources by 
creating more wildlife habitat and good for hunters by working 
to increase hunter access to private Janel." Smith says. 
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HERE'S HOW IT WORKS 
A landowner interested 111 installing ,,iJdlife habitat or 
improving existing habitat contacts a DNR biologist, 
who visits the property. Together they build a habitat 
plan that is submitted for consideration. If accepted. 
the DNR provides an mcent1ve payment in exchange 
for the landowner installmg the habitat. 
The grant covers ever} thing from mowing and 
herb1c1de application, planting food plots and native 
grasses, to brush and weed management. timber stand 
improvement and wetland restoration. 
The portion of the property covered under the 
agreement will be treated like a public wildlife 
management area and open to hunting only from Sept. 
1 to May 31. Access may be denied. however. to those 
engaging in behavior that threatens the health, safet} 
or property of the landowner 0:\lR conservatiOn officers 
will provide assistance and t'nforcement if needt'd. 
WHY MIGHT THIS FIT INTO A LANDOWNER'S PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT PLAN? 




programs, like the Conservation Reserve Program. 
are responsible for 50 percent of the cost to convert 
their land to CRP. The other half is picked up by 
USDA. Through the IHAP incentive program, much 
of the landowner's costs can be covered by the DNR. 
The DNR can also coordinate contractors to complete 
required CRP work, saving the landowner significant 
money and headaches. The DNR essentially plays 
the role of farm manager for conservation activities 
on the farm. 
CAN THE CONTRACT BE TERMINATED? 
A landowner may terminate the contract any time with 
a 60-day written notice. The landowner must reimburse 
the DNR a prorated value of the habitat improvement 
work completed on their property. 
HOW WILL HUNTERS KNOW WHICH PROPERTIES ARE 
ENROLLED AND HOW TO FIND THEM? 
Stgns will be placed along the property perimeter 
Maps will be posted on the DNR website. The DNR 
website will also show property boundaries on its 
interactive recreation website with downloadable files 
for Garmin GPS units. 
WHAT ARE THE LIABILITIES? 
State law specifically protects the landowner from 
liability in most cases. DNR legal staff can help 
explain the law. 
Hunters who damage private land are responsible 
for that damage, just as they are on public lands. 
DNR conservation officers will patrol the property 
and enforce rules and regulations. 
WILL HUNTERS BE KNOCKING ON MY FRONT DOOR OR 
ASKING PERMISSION? 
Hunters are not required to ask permission. By enrolling, 
the landowner agrees to open the property to public hunting, 
with similar hunting access as public wildlife areas. 
HOW DO I ENROLL? 
Call your local DNR wildlife staff. A list of private lands 
biologists can be found at www.iowadnr.gov under the 
wildlife and hunting page. or call 515-281 -5918. 
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800-285-5338 
Plan your stay at 
ClearLakelowa.com 
~ 
Your Conservation Technology career 
starts at Ellsworth Community College 
www.EIIsworthCollege.com 
• "fCC's Conservation program is exactly the kind of hands-on 
education I was looking for! I received scholarships both years, 
and had a work-study opportunity caring for animals at the 
Calkins Nature Area."- Elizabeth Owens, pictured, Class of'11 
• Interested in conservation careers (park ranger, wildlife & 
fisheries biology, resource management, interpretive 
naturalist, forestry)? Our coursework outdoors 
Mention Iowa ECC 
& outdoor experiences prepare you and receive a ~~~nroll! 
for employment or further education. t-shirt when Y 
• Nearby Calkins Nature Area and 
Interpretive Center is our"outdoor 
classroom" for studying forests, 
wetlands and prairies. ELLSWORTH 
• Register now: Fall term classes 
start August 29th. 
Community College 
LY COMMU 
1100 College Ave • Iowa Falls , lA 50126 








DUTCH OVEN LASAGNA 
1 box lasagna noodles, uncooked 
1 pound ground beef 
1 jar spaghetti sauce 
1 14.5 ounce can tomato sauce 
1 pound mozzarella, grated or cut into strips 
1 cup parmesan cheese 
1 container of cottage cheese 
2 eggs 
First, make the meat sauce mixture: brown 
hamburger meat in skillet and drain. Add 
spaghe tti sauce and tomato sauce to meat mixture. 
Second, make cheese mixture: mix the eggs and 
cheeses together in a mixing bowl. In a large 
Dutch oven, layer as fo llows: lfz sauce mixture, 
layer of noodles, 1h cheese mixture. Repeat. Bake 
45 minu tes to 1 hour at 350• or place 17 coals on 
top lid and eight coa ls under the Dutch oven. 
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Pheasant p1ccata 
Drunk and Spunky Pheasant and Walleye 
SIMPLE, ELEGANT WHITE WINE SAUCES ELEVATE PHEASANT AND WALLEYE TO NEW HEIGHTS 
Tlze ummaglJlatwe concoctwn of 
pheasant breast, rice and cream of 
mushroom soup will retire once you try 
tills classy spw on Iowa's most popular 
game btrd. Witlz a tangy burst from 
lemon juice, sinful creaminess of butter 
and salty bite of capers, this recipe runs 
palettes up and down the flavor flagpole. 
4 skinless, boneless pheasant breasts, 
pounded thin 
Seasoned flour 
4 tablespoons olive oil 
PICCATA SAUCE: 
Y1 cup dry white wine 
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Juice of half a lemon 
3 tablespoons unsalted butter 
6 tablespoons unsalted butter, chilled 
1 teaspoon minced shallots 
1f1 teaspoon minced garlic 
2 teaspoons capers 
Simmer sauce ingredients, excluding 
chi lled buller, in saucepan over 
medium heal until reduced by half. 
Turn off heal and add chilled butter a 
few chunk.:; at a time until emulsified. 
~cason w1th salt. wh1te pepper and 
add1t10nal lemon if des1red . 
Heat olive oil in saute pan over 
medium-high heat Dredge pheasant 
breast 1n seasoned flour Sear in hot 
oil until br0\\11, about three minutes 
per side Top with ptccata sauce and 
garnish with lemon slices. 
WALLEYE WITH LEMON BEURRE 
- • • nr 
Who would have thought to bathe walleye 
filets-wlllch need ltttle more than salt and 
pepper to be pleasmg to the palette-m 
tangy wlzzte wme sauce and sweet pepper 
jelly' PH A T Daddy's owner Mike Curry 
dzd. and the food mtics Jzere at Jou·a 
Outdoors /tad one response- thzs u•orks. 
17ze cztrus kzck l11ts the taste buds first. 
then fimshes su-eet from R 1/.A.'I: Daddy's 










It's not hard finding good food m class1c small-town Iowa, like in 
Marengo- population 2,500-where it's common to see as many 
nding lawn mowers filling up at the local gas station as motor 
vehicles. But fine dmmg? That's what you get when you stroll into 
P.H.A.T Daddy's, where owner Mike Curry and top chef Jim Vido serve 
heaping plates of New Amencan cookmg. Sure, you can find t radit ional 
restaurant fare here, but why not try the Mediterranean-fresh black 
pepper pasta tossed with olive oil, lemon j uice and white wine sauteed 
with olives, red and green peppers, artichoke hearts, tomatoes, feta 
cheese and basil. Or try raspberry barbecue sauce on your pound of 
ribs. The delightful Mah1 Mah1 D'Angelo is breaded With basil Parmesan, 
smothered in artichoke hearts, mushrooms and smoked ham topped 
with lemon garlic cream sauce. A destination restaurant, P.H.A.T 
Daddy's draws dmers from a 1 00-mile radius, especially on Fnday and 
Saturday nights. Arnve early on Sundays, before tables fill for a popular 
brunch, loaded with carved meats, an omelette stat1on, cold salads and 
homemade desserts. 





Tuesday-Thursday 4 p.m.-8 p.m 
Friday-Saturday 4 p.m.-9 p .m . 
Sunday Brunch: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Walleye with pepper Jelly and beurre blanc sauce 
of sauces, the delicate walleye flavor and 
crispy, corn breading shines through. Both 
dishes are available on P.H.A. T. Daddy's 
regular menu, although Curry switches 
Pheasant for more com·mon chicken. Pair 
either with two sides and a glass of Midnight 
Ember from the local Fireside Winery. 
Finish the meal with a decadent death by 
chocolate or refreshing key lime pie dessert, 
made by Curry's mom, pastry chef Carol 
Curry. Before you leave, grab a cocktail at 
the connected ?hoots Gold Lounge. 
2 walleye fi lets 
l Y1 cups buttermilk 
4 tablespoons P.H.A.T. Daddy's 
Pepper Jelly 
BREADING: 
1 cup Golden Dipt brand breading 
(or favorite plain breading) 
1 cup all-purpose flour 
1/s cup ye llow cornmeal 
1 teaspoon kosh e r salt 
V2 teaspoon white pepper 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
1 teaspoon onion powder 
1 teaspoon smoked paprika 
LEMON BEURRE BLANC SAUCE 
Y2 cup dry white wine 
Ju ice of half a lemon 
1 teas poon minced s hallots 
Pinch of kosher salt and white pepper 
1 stick chilled unsalted butter, cubed 
Combine all sauce ingredients. 
excluding butter, in small saucepan 
and simmer over medium heat. 
Reduce until roughly half a 
tablespoon remains. Turn off heat 
and whisk in cold butter a few chunks 
at a time until emulsified. Season 
with salt, pepper and additional 
lemon juice if desired. Sauce should 
be buttery yet slightly tangy. 
Dip walleye filets in buttermilk, 
then breading mix. Fry in 360 oil 
for 5 to 7 minutes or until golden 
brown. Spoon beurre blanc onto 
plate, place filets on top and dnzzle 
with pepper jelly. 
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I take it back. Despite what I have said, I know now that not all kids these 
days are watching TV, playing video 
games and text messaging their life 
away. I was wrong. 
It was an unseasonably warm 
November day. I was prowling the 
back roads on the lookout for hunters 
and drinking in the fresh air when I 
caught some radio traffic about an 
1njured deer It is a common call this 
time of year. so I didn't pay it much 
heed until my phone rang. I checked 
the caller ID. It was the sheriff's 
department. 
"You want me to take the injured 
deer call. don't you?" 
I sa1d smartly when I answered 
the phone. 
"If you aren't too busy catching 
poachers," the dispatcher deadpanned. "The caller said 
the deer is a little bit off the roadway, so you better get 
directions." 
A little while later, I pulled into the caller's driveway. 
A young man emerged from the garage. 
"Did you call about a deer?" I asked him. 
"Yeah. my sisters and I found it when we were hiking," 
he explained. 
"Where 1s 1t?" I asked. 
The boy screwed up his face and said. "\Yell, 1t's back 
in the woods. I'll take you there 1f you want " 
H1s mother recounted the details. The ktds had been 
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hiking all day and were returning 
home at the time they found the 
deer. Both of its back legs were 
broken and they didn't want to watch 
it suffer. The boy's sisters were 
waiting with the deer. 
I followed the1r minivan down the 
road to the edge of a timber. As I got 
out of my truck I scanned the ditches 
and surroundmg woods expecting to 
see the deer, put it down and be on 
my way. 
"Where ts 1t?" I asked as they 
stepped out of the \an 
The boy pointed into the woods 
"That way." 
"Is 1t on this side of the creek?" 
his mother asked . 
"Well sort of" he replied. 
"Sort of?" I asked. 
"We'll have to cross the creek a couple times," 
he replied. 
I squinted through the trees, but didn't spot a creek 
anywhere close. I looked back at the boy, and noticed that 
he was wearing knee-high rubber boots 
"How far away is it?" I asked. st1II eyemg hts boots 
suspiciously. 
"I don't know ... a mile or two?" 
Huh? A mile or two? I sighed. certain it would look 
wimpy to back out now 
"0 K, lead the way," I said 
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to lose sight of the boy. I've always prided myself on my 
hikmg prowess. At 5 feet 11 inches, my long legs have 
helped me outpace a few hiking partners through rugged 
mountain terrain. Hmm ... how many years had it been 
since my last backpacking trip? I slowly came to the 
realization that my last major trip had been three years 
and two babies ago. I looked up again. The boy wearing 
the clodhopper boots was a good 50 yards ahead of me. lie 
snaked through the timber, ducked under downed trees 
and sprightly leapt over others. Finally, after about 20 
minutes of hiking, he stopped at a creek crossing. 
"So, we need to cross this?" I asked when I caught up. 
I warily glanced over the edge of the drop-off to the creek 
far below 
"Yeah, there's a big log over the water that's fairly 
easy to cross." he said. "Think you can get down here, or 
should we go upstream where it isn't so steep?" 
Suddenly I felt like a really old lady. I wiped the sweat 
from my forehead and g lanced again at the drop down to 
the water. Then I muttered, "We'd better go upstream." 
We finally found the "big log" he was talking about. "Big" 
wouldn't have been the adjective I would've chosen. He 
dashed across the log and waited for me on the other side. I 
dashed across too. OK. . .I scooted across on my backside. 
"Are we about there?" I asked, sounding a little too 
much like a whining toddler on vacation. 
"No," he answered bluntly. 
We continued hiking. As we walked, the boy told me 
about their weekly explorations. His eyes glistened \\-ilh 
excitement as he described the "really cool" rock wall 
they found on this trip. Then he pulled a small skull from 
his pocket and asked me to identify it. 
As we continued trudgi ng along, 1 reminisced about 
the time 1 spent as a kid exploring the woods and creeks 
near my home. Watching the boy make his way through 
the maze of trees reminded me what it had been like 
when weekends were blank slates waiti ng to be filled 
with adventure. 
My brother and I spent hours poking through 
brambles, bu r ying our feet in muddy creek bottoms, 
catching frogs and making up games. It never took 
long for daylight to turn to dusk. Soon we'd hear our 
mother's voice in the distance, "EEERRRIIIKKKAA .... 
JJJOOOEEELLL. .. time to come home ..... " I never seem 
to hear the "come home" calls from parents anymore. 
Maybe now they just send a text message. 
I was yanked from my reverie by the boy calling out 
to his sisters. We heard their voices echo through the 
trees, "We're down here!" We clambered our way through 
nettles to a small marshy area. I felt mud ooze over the 
tops of my boots with each step (some rubber boots 
might've been nice). A small deer, obviously crippled, lay 
on the ground calmly watching us. 
I leveled my gun on the deer and hesitated. When I 
glanced past my sights to the deer's steady gaze, I felt a 
familiar and unnerving stir deep in my gut that I'm not 
certain I'll ever get used to. My focus moved back to the 
sights and I fired. When I looked behind to check on the 
kids, they merely nodded. We turned and silently started 
the walk back to the road. 
By the time we saw their mother waiting at the top of 
the hill, I was feeling light-headed, seeing black spots 
and was covered in mud, stickers and sweat (I don't 
r<'commend hiking in a bulletproof vest) She took one 
pllt>ous look at me and thanked me for taking the time 
to help I casually said, "no problem," then joked that I'd 
probably lost some baby weight 
As I climbed back into my truck I cons1dercd how 
refreshing it had been to see three teenage siblings 
spending so much time together exploring the1r own 
wilderness. I promised myself I'd never agatn generalize 
about "kids these days." 8 
-KEOKUK AREA CO NVEN T I O N AN D TO U R I S M BUREAU 
Keokuk Geodes are the most bwutiful and sought after of all 
geodes. The most productive and famattS collecting area is 
within a 35 mile radius of Keokuk. 
Contact us for a full list of Geode,hunting sites! 
• Iowa's only National Cemetery • Award Winning Civil War 
Reenactment • Architectural Splendor 
• Winter home for Bald Eagles • Museums 
and much morel 
' - ~ . . ~~ 
. KEOKUKIOWATOURISM.O·RG _ 
800-383 - 121"9 ·. -
Often mislabeled a rodent, moles are insectivores. 
A voracious feeder and energy burner, moles eat 25 
to 100 percent of their weight in food daily (That's 
like a 175-pound human eating 35 to 175 pound of 
food). It noshes on earthworms, insects and larvae 
and destructive cutworms and Japanese beetles. 
Moles are least act1ve overnight when nightcrawlers 
are above the surface 
Come w1nter, eastern moles do not hibernate and 
actively tunnel deeper beneath the frost line 1n 
search of h1bernat1ng earthworms and larvae 
Moles can tunnel up to 18 feet per hour, a task made 
easy with oversized, clawed, webbed hands. Strong 
digging muscles are anchored onto large bones 1n 
the front limbs and breast. When su rface tunneling, 
a mole rotates 45 degrees to the right if the left foot 
is forward, then thrusts upward rapidly At the same 
time, the opposite foot, braced against the burrow, 
extends to create more power, forcing d1rt upward to 
create the surface ridge To aid tunnel travel, its short 
fur lies flat against the body when rubbed forwards 
or backwards to aid movement back and forth 
underground. It can also do a slow, tight somersault 
to turn around in the cramped tunnels. 
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Deep, permanent burrows are used for nesting and to 
travel to feeding tunnels just under the surface. When 
digging deep burrows, soil is pushed up a vertical shaft 
to make a molehill. Burrows and tunnels help turn and 
aerate soil. Because they eat so much, moles need a lot 
of territory. A male feeds across nearly 3 acres of land. 
Tiny eyes are hidden under the skin, only able to 
discern light from darkness. Like the eyes, the ears are 
covered by skin, and used to detect vibrations. Lacking 
sight, the excellent touch and smell senses of the 
long, fleshy, moveable snout help find prey. The short, 
sensitive tail gu1des the mole as 1t moves backwards. 
Moles breed by early April and about 40 days later, give 
b~rth to 2 to 5 young. The young nurse for a month in the 
deep burrow nest, then share the family tunnels until they 
can forage solo and start their own tunnels. 
Marsha II town 
make it your destination 
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 
State Ubrary Of lowa ~tate Docume~t~ Center 
Miller BUildtnQ 
oes Moines, 'ow a 
A wildlife welcome from 
the Hautman Brothers 
,\~ the season~ change, so too does the 
realm of the '' h iletail- from the rich 
golds of autumn to the green splendor of 
spring and eveq season in between. No\\ 
)OU can welcome the majest) of deer 
into your home ''ith an interchangeable 
collection crafted of fine artist's restn 
\\ith the look of nawral stone. \\ ith each 
passing sea~on, shO\\ case a different 
deer po11rait from the acclaimed Hautman 
Brothers upon the "Welcome" ctispla) that 
is yours FREE*-a $'!0 value. 
A superb value-satisfaction guaranteed 
Act now to reserve each edition in the Welcome 
to the l'(,i/demess Collection at the $29.95" issue 
price, backed b} our .)65-day guarantee 't ou ''ill 
be billed before shipment. and you rna~ cancel 
any time simply b) notif)ing us. Send no mone) 
now; mail the Reservation Application today or 
you could miss out! 
FRf:E* "\\ elcumt·" di,pl.l) llll~""""' 
appr 8~ inch"' hi j:h \ I H~ inc he' 
" ide. 
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-------------------- -·~_ ... _______ ... __________ .... ______ .. -------------..... 
RESERVATION APPLICATION SENO NO MONEY NOW 
9345 Molwaukee Avenue Niles IL 60714 1393 
YES. Please reserve the Welcome to the Wilderness Collection for me as descnbed 1n th1s 
announcement Llm1t one per order Please Respond Promptly 
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Welcome to the 
Wilderness 
Featuring interchangeable deer imagery 
from the famed Hautman Brothers 
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